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- Number of species: 1970's and 80's vs. 2010's
- Species gain: -0.46
- Species loss: -0.46
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![Box plot showing community turnover for Tree and Understory, with Resurvey and Legacy Communities illustrated nearby.](image)
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Potential for community reorganization
Future work

Trait data collection
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Trait environment relationships

\[ r^2 = 0.2, \quad P = 1.39 \times 10^{-15} \]
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- Snow covered days
- Mean annual temperature

Biological turnover
JSDM tree

Mean Annual Temperature

- Frequency observed vs. predicted
  - Current - Historic (Celsius)
  - Spearman's rank correlation: $r = 0.922$

Winter Precipitation (cm)

- Observed vs. predicted
  - Spearman's rank correlation: $r = 0.622$
Connecting community composition to productivity
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How have plant communities changed in response to recent warming?

**HA1**: Communities have thermophilized due to similar responses of all species in a community.

**HA2**: Communities have reorganized due to species responding individualistically.
How have plant communities changed in response to recent warming?
How do communities respond to climate?

- Stay the same
- Change in a predictable manner
  - maintain community relationships with
- Communities reorganize

![Graph showing percent of current range maintained over different years (2020, 2050, 2080) for various categories: DF, ENG, GF, LPP, MH, NF, PP, PSF, SAF, SS, WH, WI, WP, WRC, YC.](image)
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